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Hedi Slimane
The Visionary: A Beat Apart
Hedi Slimane is interested only in the
current time, or understanding what
is the current time. Yet he has been
continually creating and documenting,
orchestrating and dissecting the
emergence of a new youth mood for
over twenty years.
Although he never stops working, February 2011 marks a par ticularly busy period
for Slimane, with two simultaneous exhibitions and an anthology project, published
by JRP | Ringier.
The first exhibition, California Dreamin – Myths and Legends of Los Angeles at Almine
Rech Gallery, Paris, features ar tists John Baldessari, Ed Ruscha, Raymond Pettibon,
Sterling Ruby, Jim Shaw, Chris Burden, Aaron Curry, John McCracken, Mark Grotjahn,
Bruce Conner, Patrick Hill, Dennis Hopper, Joel Morrison, Mike Kelley and Aaron
Young curated by Slimane, exploring the dark, ar tistic topography of Los Angeles,
the city he now calls home. “There is obviously a strong history in contemporary
ar t, since the days of the Ferus Gallery in the 50s,” Hedi explains. “We decided
to explore ‘historical’ figures, very well represented in the show, such as Ruscha,
Baldessari, McCracken, juxtaposed with a younger scene – Aaron Curry or Aaron
Young, Sterling Ruby.”
At Almine Rech, Brussels, Slimane presents Fragments Americana, a show regarding
his “last cycle of photographs, mostly around the representation of California, as a
pendant to the Paris show.” Strictly photographic, with traditional silver gelatin prints,
the images continue the creative’s idea of allusive por traiture and signs.
Then there’s the archives book of course; Anthology of a Decade, which focuses
on emerging acts and individuals, through music and street casting – Slimane’s
fundamentals of what is about to happen, in an organic way. The idea is to put
a generation in perspective, a scene and energy that emerged and defined the
vibration of the past decade.
Attentive to different cycles, including Berlin (1999-2003) and the late USA cycle
(mostly California 2007-present), presented here is Hedi’s London/Paris por tfolio,
which through his fashion and photography he gave a voice to over the past ten
years, merging and introducing the culture to a broader audience in his years at Dior
Homme – street casting fans or musicians for his shows, discovering emerging bands,
commissioning soundtracks – or through Slimane’s Rock Diary. i-D asked Hedi for
his thoughts.
What made you feel now was the right time to compile Anthology of a Decade?

It’s never the moment really to be looking at the past, for me at least – I might be
too sentimental for it – but I somehow needed to put all this behind me. Although
I just sum up those years [the 00s] and have to deal with an archive I cannot even
handle myself, boxes full of negatives, which have to be digitalised, dating from the
mid 80s. The anthology is an edit, focused on the last decade. It’s a strange thing for
me to put things on record, somehow, as I usually disconnect from the past, or feel a
little saddened by it. [Anthology of a Decade] happens to be about debutants, anything
emerging, unaffected or damaged, from Berlin, to London, Paris, or Los Angeles,
star ting in 1999 until today.

and keep it very preciously, mostly for memories other than my own. I assume, at a
young age, the idea of representation, documentation, memory is not an issue – it’s all
in the making of music, living the moment, in the most restless manner. I was always
concerned with the fragility and vulnerability of it all, at least from, maybe, age fifteen;
a camera in my hand, taking pictures of my friends. The pictures, books, all my archives
are there for the subjects of the photograph only, as a reminder of their grace and
vibrant youth.
You started taking pictures as an adolescent, before you touched clothes, of course.
Did you always have such an evocative viewpoint and fascination with geometry?

I star ted photography during school at the age of eleven, with technique and darkroom
evening classes. I loved my teacher which helped keep my focus, looking forward to
refuge in the lab whenever I did not have class. We could use the darkroom to process
our photographs at any time. Fashion came late, although I have more memories of
fabric suppliers as a kid, than kindergar ten. My mother was, by family tradition, a really
good seamstress. As for the viewpoint in photography or fashion (which was always,
for me, the consequence of my interest in photography), the ‘feel’ has stayed the same.
Geometry came at fifteen, I was influenced strongly and offered a book about
Alexander Rodchenko and the avant-garde for my bir thday. For years, until the early
90s I guess, I was experimenting with frames, obliques, or depth of field. Later I was
quite influenced by Caspar David Friedrich and the sense of scale between the subject
and the frame around him, monumental nature. I remember being a kid, around six
or seven, bored to death on Wednesday afternoons, when not in class. I would play
with cards on the floor and lay them out in geometries and psycho-rigid alignments,
in repetitive manner, for hours.
On a different note, in France we have a tradition, expressed in architecture – inspired
by the classics obviously – which is called ordonnance. L’ordonnance, and symmetry, at
its best in the French XVII or XVIIIs, ended up the idea of French style itself. Geometry
and stiffness one can see transposed in the tradition of French couture, and ateliers.
From changing the organic shapes of nature to create les jardins à la Française, as
opposed to British naturalism, to impeccable alignment of our architectural facades,
it is, by nature, in our culture. I guess it had a strong influence on me, growing up
and loving French history. Until I jumped to modernism, which somehow remains a
transferral of classic, reduced principles. I was always interested in the idea of vitesse,
which is not really speed and not really motion, but the representation, or at least
the attempt to represent motion in life without jumping all the way to film (multiple
frames per second). The idea of a still in motion, an archaism of movement and life.
How did Los Angeles make its impact on you?

Going through old albums or archives is an emotional experience. Did the process
bring back memories?

Technically, I was in LA when I decided to quit Dior, and put design in perspective for
some time. I always thought I would love one day to put things on hold and move
there, tightening things around me. I finally did it. I just feel home strangely. It is quite
healing for me, it’s hard to explain. I really moved in 2010, although I don’t spend
enough time there, unfor tunately. It has a strong influence on me.

Yes, it did really. Not the years, but the characters I got emotionally attached to, which
I desperately tried to preserve through photography. I am happy to have all this now,

Visit i-D Online to experience Hedi Slimane’s vintage automotive highlights. i-donline.com
hedislimane.com alminerech.com jrp-ringier.com
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Kris Ulyatt, street casting, Los Angeles, Dior Homme Campaign, 2006
Jethro Cave, Paris, 2009
Disconcerts debuts, London, 2009
Egyptian Hip Hop, London, 2010
Cole Mohr debuts, Paris Dior Homme aftershow, 2007
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The Heartbreaks debuts, London, 2010
Parisian fan shouting, The Fan Serie, Paris, 2005
Huw, Dior Homme fittings, street casting, 2007
Fiction, London, 2010
Josh Beech debuts, Paris, 2008
Jamie, Dior Homme walk session, The London Years, street casting, 2005
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Hedi S cast, Dior Homme jacket and skinny jeans, 2004
Lovers, London, 2005
Littl’ans, Andrew Avelin, original soundtrack for Dior Homme, 2005
Ash Stymest debuts, Tokyo, 2008
Pete Doherty, London Birth of a Cult, London, 2004
Sebastien, Dior Homme fittings, street casting, 2004
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Walk session, Hedi S cast, Dior Homme, 2005
French fans, The Fan Serie, 2002
Jack and George Barnett, Hedi S commission for original
soundtrack “Navigate Navigate” These New Puritans, 2007
Carl Barat, The Libertines, La Boule Noire, Paris, 2003
Kate Moss and drum, London, 2008
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Alex Turner, Arctic Monkeys debuts, London, 2004
Tambourine man with angel wings, Littl’ans Dior Homme
walk session, 2006
Set design Hedi S for Dior Homme, accumulation of reflective screens
Carl Barat, Dirty Pretty Things, Triptyque, 2005
The Horrors debuts, London, 2005
Eyes of Jamie Reynolds, close up, The Griffin pub, London, 2005
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Boys Don’t Cry, I love Romance, detail, London Youth, 2008
Teen with a hat and stars, street casting for Dior Homme, 2005
Lars and Sebastien, house models, Hedi S walk session for Dior Homme, 2004
Max dancing, Hedi S aftershow, Littl’ans concert for the team, 2006
Set design, Hedi S 10 Drums session, detail, scafffolding drum tower, 2005
Joe Walsh and shaving cream, street casting, Dior Homme walk session, 2007
Alan Donohoe, The Rakes debuts, Hedi S commission for original soundtrack,
The World Was A Mess But His Hair Was Perfect, 2005
George Barnett, drumming session, These New Puritans, 2006
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GEORGE BARNETT was photographed with his twin brother Jack by
Hedi Slimane in November 2006, as part of an emerging band called These
New Puritans. During this encounter George talked with Slimane about
his passion for tailoring and one month later found himself interning at
Hedi’s Paris studio, progressing to walk in Dior Homme autumn/winter
07 and, with the rest of TNPS, soundtrack the collection. George, Jack,
Thomas Hein and Sophie Sleigh-Johnson created Navigate, Navigate; a
GPEXXIVMRK WTMO] ½JXIIR QMRYXI [SRHIV XLEX LEW XLI TYVIWX OI] GLERKI
two thirds of the way through. Like out of body ascension it touches the
hedonistic spirit of Slimane’s vital world. Today Barnett is an established
model, walking in every major menswear show since, too exhaustive to
list, with two acclaimed albums under his belt – the latter, the ambitious,
anxious and orchestral Hidden, voted NME’s best record of 2010. Barnett
is the encapsulation of Slimane’s later 00s thoughts, character and style.
±-QIX,IHMMR)EWX0SRHSRMRETYFGEPPIH8LI+VMJ½R,I[EWXEOMRKWSQI
photos of TNPS [These New Puritans] – I don’t remember much about the
shoot, I just remember having a good conversation with him, whom I knew
little about. Hedi works like he is mentally bringing lots of different worlds
ERHMHIEWEIWXLIXMGWXSKIXLIVXLI]´VIEPPVI¾IGXMRKSJJIEGLSXLIVPMOILI´WKSX
hall of mirrors inside his head. I admire the something-from-nothing aspect of
what he does. He took a big risk on us, he saw something new. [Hedi Slimane
at Dior Homme] was a really formative time personally for me – I learnt not
to compromise, take big risks and just peruse, creating the most beautiful stuff
I can create. I got an overview of the whole process as Hedi’s assistant, I used
to sit with a woman called Annie in the atelier a lot and sew for ages, learning
about all these very intricate techniques and patterns that made the garment
but were vir tually invisible to the uninformed. The future? I still draw/sew a lot,
but my main creative focus is TNPS… not to say you won’t see more design
JVSQQI©VMKLXRS[-[ERXXSQEOIE½PQQSXSVFMOIERHSJGSYVWIGPSXLIW
but I’m sure lots of people do ;)” GEORGE BARNETT
JÉRÔME LECHEVALIER MW XLI ½VWX UYMRXIWWIRXMEP QSHIP SJ ,IHM
Slimane, street cast whilst he was working on line-ups for French designer
José Lévy. Slimane was scouting non-professional models since the very
FIKMRRMRK SJ XLI W 0IGLEZEPMIV E TYRO WMRGI XLI EKI SJ ½JXIIR LEMV
bleached and spiky in a leather jacket or 60s suit. “I imagined myself in
Breathless projected into the world of RanxeroxXLIWGMIRGI½GXMSRKVETLMG
novel,” he elaborated of his i-Dentity. “I tried to put together a few groups,
I played bass. I was going to every garage punk and hardcore concert there
was; Johnny Thunders, Generation X, GBH, The Cramps, The Damned,
Bad Brains, Circle Jerks, Dead Kennedys.” Lechevalier, through Slimane,
found himself at the forefront of a changing system in fashion, totally
representative of a new body morphology. Since exiting from fashion,
0IGLIZEPMIVLEWQEHIWLSVX½PQWERHZMHISGPMTWXVERWPEXIHEYXLSV)HHMI
Little’s unpublished short stories and directed a short reportage about The
Damned. He is currently writing a roman noir or gothic novel and making a
documentary about the provocative Italian director Lina Wertmüller.
±-LEZIZMZMHQIQSVMIWSJXLI½VWXXMQI-QIX,IHM7PMQERI-X[EW2SZIQFIV
or December 92, I was just 20. I was rather quiet that day, I was wearing
a suit with my army boots. I had just found a job at the Kodak factory/
laboratory, which is why I had brown hair again. I was on a bus, it was 7 or
8pm and I was reading a book when this young guy, Hedi, came to talk to
me. He apologised for watching me for some time – I hadn’t noticed – and
introduced himself. He left me a telephone number and asked me to call back
for a fashion show. It was late, he was going to the theatre, Châtelet maybe.
I had been approached for shooting and fashion shows but I always refused.
I had even reacted violently. But Hedi wasn’t arrogant, and José Lévy’s studio
for which he was casting was in my neighbourhood, the 13th arrondissement.
7S-[IRXXLIVI-[EWGYVMSYW-XLMROXLI½VWXXMQI[IXEPOIHEFSYXQSZMIW
the nouvelle vague.
I was never interested in the fashion world before, I discovered this universe
as I was doing the job. When I star ted, male models were strapping men,
OMRHSJ'EPMJSVRMERWYVJIVWERHZIV]GPEWWMGEP*VSQQ]½VWXTLSXSWLSSXXLI
stylists had to use tons of pins to pinch the jackets and pants, making them
into the shape I was.
1]½VWXWLS[JSV.SWq0qZ][EWWSQIXLMRKPMOI.ERYEV]8LEX7YRHE]-
woke up late, still drunk from the day before and with a black eye. I jumped
into a taxi and it had to stop while crossing the Seine for me to vomit on the
Pont du Carrousel. I arrived a bit sorry, but I was reassured and given eye makeup. I remember especially the second show, six months later. It was at the
Luxembourg Palace, the seat of the French Senate. I was delighted to wander
the corridors of the Republic with the desire of doing shit, but I behaved well.
8LINSF[EWXS[EPOWS-HMH%RHPMOIIZIV]FSH]-[EPOIHXLVSYKLQ]½VWX
]IEVMX[EWRSQSVIHMJ½GYPXXLERXLEX
Then Hedi was working with a modelling agency, Par tner’s. They called me.
-X[EWE[SQIR´WEKIRG]ERH-[EWXLIMV½VWXQEPIQSHIP-[EWFSSOIHJSV
women’s shows that September : Mar tine Sitbon, Corinne Cobson, Jean Paul
Gaultier. What’s funny is that this season I walked the catwalk several times
in my own leather pants with my old Doc Mar tens, just wearing a t-shir t or
EWLMV XJVSQXLIHIWMKRIV%X½VWX-[EWEP[E]WEWWSGMEXIH[MXL[SQIRWLS[W
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and agency, before doing practically all the shows in Paris, Milan, London and
Tokyo – as well as some in New York, women’s and men’s. In my Parisian punk
scene I was always very discreet about this activity [my modelling]. At that
time in Paris only people involved in the fashion world knew. This wasn’t the
case in London, where everybody knew the models; from the old lady in the
café to the punk around the corner.
Years later, after running away from this world, I passed a poster in the street,
the advertising campaign for Dior Homme by Hedi Slimane. Looking at the
shape, it was the kind of clothing I would have liked to have worn when I was
working as a model – you didn’t need any pins to pinch anything. It was a bit
like a mirror, I could recognise something.” JÉRÔME LECHEVALIER
ALEX NEEDHAM is former deputy editor at NME and has worked for
The Face and Smash Hits. For three years he was a part of Hedi Slimane’s
Rock Diary project and is currently acting arts editor at The Guardian.
“In September 2004 I was deputy editor of NME,IHM´WSJ½GIWIRXEGST]
of his book Stage MRXS XLI SJ½GI ERH WMRGI LI SFZMSYWP] PSZIH QSWX SJ XLI
bands we covered I thought it might be fun to invite him to a gig. The picture
editor Marian Paterson and I met up with him one Friday night and went
to see The Rakes, The Others and The Paddingtons – all unsigned at the
time – at the George Tavern, then Babyshambles at the Rhythm Factory. I
remember they gave a particularly exuberant performance as Pete Doherty
had just been acquitted on a weapons charge. Hedi absolutely loved it all.
In fact we had so much fun that we went out with him the following night
as well – Babyshambles again at the Frog club at the LA2. The pictures Hedi
took on both nights formed an art project at the Almine Rech Gallery in
4EVMWERHXLIRXLI½VWXMRWXEPPQIRXSJRock Diary. Hedi had wanted to start a
rock-themed project with V magazine so he asked me to write some words
XLEX [SYPH KS [MXL LMW TMGXYVIW8LI ½VWX SRI VER MR XLI 7TVMRK  MWWYI
of V (Pete Doherty), and the last was in Spring 2008 (Late of the Pier). We
covered about 25 bands in all. We’ve done some articles together since, like
Disconcerts for Hedi’s website and The Big Pink, ROMANCE, S.C.U.M and O
Children for V Man.
I always have a soft spot for the ones who never get anywhere at all.
Blondelle were rather fab and I liked Cazals a lot as well. Phil [Bush] has a
wonderfully elegant rock star demeanour. Hedi sat him next to Mick Jagger
at the spring/summer 07 show and Phil outglammed Mick by far. The Others
were fascinating, and actually I think Dominic Masters was really ahead of
his time in making himself so available to his fans. He did social networking
before it existed. My most vivid memories will always be of Babyshambles
gigs though; at the time Pete Doherty was the culmination and focal point
of everything else.
I used to enjoy the way that Hedi would get right into the moshpit (or
preferably on the stage) – he had a very journalistic way of making sure he
was in situ to get the right image, and he wasn’t scared of getting involved. In
fact he welcomed it. Sometimes we’d happen to stumble over great things, we
saw some good bands at the Underage nights they used to put on at ULU.
Arctic Monkeys played an amazing gig early on in a very soulless venue, the
Carling Academy in Islington. I also really enjoyed going to the Dior Homme
shows in Paris at the time, particularly the spring/summer 06 show where
loads of young fans from the Whitechapel scene were brought over and The
Rakes did the music. Phil from Cazals was modelling and The Others were in
the front row. It was Hedi’s birthday party later that night, held in a properly
grimy rock venue called Le Triptique in Paris. When Pete Doherty, Hedi and
Kate Moss walked in it was a show-stopping moment. Babyshambles played,
and Pete sang happy birthday to Hedi in the style of Marilyn Monroe singing
XS.*/8LIRXLMRKWKSXI\XVIQIP]QIWW]¯IWTIGMEPP][LIRXLIXSMPIXW¾SSHIH
I think Hedi’s got an equally passionate enjoyment of grit and glamour. He
likes things that are incredibly posh, and things that are super-scruffy, and he
enjoys mixing them together. Like that party, which had both Karl Lagerfeld
and Dominic Masters on the guest list, Alan McGee DJing and everyone
drinking champagne. Ultimately everything he creates is the product of a very
WTIGM½G EIWXLIXMG [LMGL MW EFPI XS QEOI WIRWI SJ XLMRKW [LMGL WIIQ UYMXI
diffuse. He loves high fashion, pop music and street fashion so they inform his
[SVOFYXLI,IHM½IWXLIQ¯XLIVI´WEREPGLIQMGEPTVSGIWWXLEXXYVRWXLIQ
into something else.
He’s hyper-aware of what is relevant to his own aesthetic, and often he can
see things in people that others can’t see. No other fashion designers were
par ticularly interested in young bands when he started photographing them,
and they certainly weren’t hanging out at the Rhythm Factory to check them
out. Some of the groups he loved the most were too ramshackle even for
NME, like The Paddingtons and Littl’ans for instance, but Hedi thought they
were beautiful and his pictures of them revealed that beauty. As for the
‘next’ thing, Hedi’s always been interested in what the kids are into, but in a
par ticipatory way rather than trying to rip it off. He was always the person in
the thick of the moshpit and the one who’d be buzzing the most afterwards.
‘Next’ also implies that he’s a dilettante who moves on after a couple of
seasons, but in fact he’s unshakeably committed to the things that he’s into
in a way that’s deeper than fashion. I suppose what I’m trying to say is that
ultimately, Hedi is a diehard fan.” ALEX NEEDHAM

ANTHOLOGY OF A DECADE
HEDI SLIMANE AND EMERGING
MUSIC RECORDS
EARLY PUBLICATIONS
STAGE 2003
STEIDL
STAGE IS THE FIRST PHOTOGRAPHY
ESSAY EVER PUBLISHED ABOUT
THE BIRTH OF A NEW PUNK ROCK
GENERATION AROUND 2002.
FEATURING THE DEBUTS OF:
THE STROKES
THE WHITE STRIPES
FRANZ FERDINAND
THE LIBERTINES
THE DATSUNS
LONDON BIRTH OF A CULT 2005
STEIDL
BIRTH OF A CULT IS THE FIRST PHOTO
ESSAY TO BE PUBLISHED ABOUT PETE
DOHERTY AND THE LONDON SCENE
SURROUNDING HIM.
FEATURING THE DEBUTS OF:
BABYSHAMBLES
THE PADDINGTONS
THE OTHERS
AND ALL THEIR FANS
PORTRAIT OF A PERFORMER
COURTNEY LOVE 2006
STAGEWEAR HEDI SLIMANE AT
DIOR HOMME
DAVID BOWIE
MICK JAGGER
MICHAEL JACKSON
MARIANNE FAITHFULL
JANE BIRKIN
COURTNEY LOVE
YOKO ONO
BECK
PHOENIX
JACK WHITE
DAFT PUNK
THE LIBERTINES
AND LATER
BABYSHAMBLES
DEBUTS
FRANZ FERDINAND
DEBUTS
RAZORLIGHT
DEBUTS
THE KILLS
DEBUTS
BRANDON FLOWERS DEBUTS
THESE NEW PURITANS DEBUTS
THE RAKES
DEBUTS
ETC
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACKS
AND COMMISIONS HEDI SLIMANE
AIR
BECK
PHOENIX
LITTL’ANS
RAZORLIGHT
(ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
“IN THE MORNING” LATER
CHARTED N°1 IN UK)
THE RAKES
DEBUTS
THESE NEW PURITANS DEBUTS
EIGHT LEGS
DEBUTS
ROCK DIARY / ROCKUMENTARY
HEDI SLIMANE
THE ROCK DIARY WAS BORN AROUND
2002. MOST OF THE TEXTS WERE
WRITTEN BY ALEX NEEDHAM.
THE ROCK DIARY WAS PUBLISHED IN
COUNTLESS MAGAZINES AND MUSEUM
CATALOGUES AROUND THE WORLD,
AND WAS ALSO A REGULAR TRIBUNE
IN V MAGAZINE.
ROCK DIARY INTRODUCED MOST OF THE
NEW UK BANDS, FROM BABYSHAMBLES,
TO THE RAKES, KLAXONS, THESE NEW
PURITANS ETC. ROCK DIARY IS ALSO
THE NAME OF A BOOK / EXHIBITION
CATALOGUE, PUBLISHED BY RINGIER,
FOR THE MUSAC CONTEMPORARY ART
MUSEUM, IN 2007.
RECENT ROCK DIARY
INTRODUCING EMERGING BANDS
THE DRUMS
THE HEARTBREAKS
EGYPTIAN HIP HOP
O CHILDREN
HURTS
DISCONCERTS

DEBUTS
DEBUTS
DEBUTS
DEBUTS
DEBUTS
DEBUTS

2009
2010
2010
2009
2009
2009
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